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Actions Required by July 1, 2008




Three corrective actions (CA) require a response by the
MPO to the federal team by July 1, 2008.

Related Programmatic Recommendations




There are seven programmatic recommendations (PR)
that the MPO may want to consider during this time
period.
It should be noted that PRs are not compulsory and do not
have specific deadline dates. However, the federal team
expects the MPO to give serious consideration to full
implementation of the PRs within the next twelve
months.
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MPO Committee
Recommendation

MPO Response Required


CA 1 - The federal team
requests that the MPO
provide clarification on
why the HRPDC “ratifies”
or approves the actions of
the MPO, and where in
the agreement between
the MPO and State is this
authority provided.
Please submit a letter of
clarification to the federal
team.





HRPDC will no longer
ratify or approve actions
of the MPO.
HRPDC and MPO will
have separate and distinct
board meetings.
Beginning June 18th, the
MPO meeting will be held
first at 10 am to
accommodate a public
comment period.
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MPO Committee
Recommendation

MPO Response Required


CA 2 - The federal team requests
that the MPO (including VDOT,
HRT, WAT) provide clarification on
why the CAO Advisory Committee
to the MPO meets in private (versus
a public setting) with HRPDC staff
to deliberate and provide
recommendations to the MPO on
publicly funded transportation
infrastructure projects for inclusion
in the MPO Long Range Plan,
whether this is a formally
established MPO advisory
committee, and whether these
meetings were/are held in
compliance with the state FOIA
statute. Please submit a letter of
clarification to the federal team.



CAOs will not normally
operate as an advisory
committee to the MPO. If, at
any time, the MPO requests
that the CAOs review an issue
and provide advice to the
MPO, the CAOs shall
constitute themselves as a
“public body” and be subject to
FOIA and other public meeting
requirements for that specific
request.
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MPO Committee
Recommendation

MPO Response Required


CA 4 - The federal team requests
that the MPO (including VDOT
and the transit operators) come
into full compliance with federal
regulations and state law (FOIA)
as it pertains to open meeting and
notification requirements for
public meetings. Please submit a
letter of assurance to the federal
team identifying a consensus
among the MPO, VDOT, HRT,
and WAT that federal regulations
and state law (FOIA) regarding
open meeting and notification
requirements have been met for
the MPO and its
committees/subcommittees.





TTC will no longer make
recommendations to the MPO. The TTC
shall function as technical support to the
MPO staff. All recommendations
henceforth will come from the MPO staff.
The MPO may, in the future, appoint
advisory committee(s) which will
conduct business in compliance with
federal and state FOIA regulations
pertaining to open meetings and
notification requirements.
The MPO Committee has recommended
that the MPO attorney (Virginia Beach
City Attorney’s office on behalf of the
MPO), the State Assistant Attorney
General, and VDOT special counsel
discuss this issue and come to a
consensus on what constitutes a “public
body”.
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Three corrective actions (CA) require a response by the
MPO to the federal team by July 1, 2008.
The MPO must respond to these CAs with one or more
letters. The letter(s) for CAs 2 and 4 should specifically
indicate concurrence among VDOT, HRT, WAT, and
the other entities that make up the HRMPO.
The MPO Committee has recommended that the MPO
staff prepare a draft response after the May 21st MPO
meeting for review by the MPO Committee and
approval by the MPO on June 18th.
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MPO Committee recommends the MPO Committee also assume the
responsibility of developing bylaws for the MPO. MPO Committee
recommends separate legal counsel from the Virginia Beach City
Attorney’s office for bylaws and FOIA guidance and legal review.
MPO Committee recommends reviewing best practices for MPOs. The
MPO staff will coordinate this effort. This effort will require a review of
existing information and the use of outside consulting services.
MPO Committee recommends the MPO Committee review the draft
Master Agreement (an updated agreement which outlines mutual
responsibilities between the MPO, state, and transit operators on carrying
out the transportation planning process) prior to final approval.
MPO Committee recommends the MPO assess MPO membership
(additional voting and non-voting members, e.g. ports, freight, and rail)
and structure (e.g. weighted voting).
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